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Terrorism continues to have a significant impact on the lives of Australians.  Whilst Australian cities remain 
untargeted  during  this  present  wave  of  terrorism,  many  Australians  perceive  the  threat  to  be  significant.  
Terrorism is offered for consumption daily in the news media and many Australians have seen the images of  
terrorism.  In addition to television images, media consumers have been inundated with terrorism reporting on  
talkback radio, in feature films, and in newspapers.  What impact does the perceptions wars on terrorism have  
on  Australian  society?   Are  the  public  more  or  less  knowledgeable  because  of  public  debate?   These  are  
questions that need to be answered is Australia is to remain a safe and free country in which to live.  In this  
paper,  a content analysis is conducted on the Herald Sun newspaper in the week following the second Bali  
bombing on October 1, 2005.  In particular the opinion editorials are examined.  Australians have a right to  
know and understand the threat that terrorism poses in our cities.  Public debate is not always a way that this  





news   examines   terrorism   and   the   threat   it   poses   frequently.     Talkback   radio   too   examines   it   from  many 
perspectives and callers can phone in to have their views heard.   Newspapers publish all manner of terrorism 
related story through journalism, opinion editorials, and letters to the editor.  And why should there not be this 
level of coverage?  Many Australians watched as hijacked aircraft were ploughed into the World Trade Towers, 
we watched the towers fall, and we watched as events continued to unfold on September 11, and then in Bali,  
Madrid, London, Bali again, and most recently in Mumbai.  It seems to some that no one is safe and the threat of 
terrorism is expected to remain for some time (Michaelsen, 2005).  These occurrences, however, do not amount 
to a terrorist act on the Australia homeland.  Yet a Sydney Morning Herald poll in 2005 reported that 68% think 
that  it  will  inevitably  occur  (Michaelsen,  2005:  330).   The  reasons  for  this  are  puzzling  to  some.   Some 
Australians were closely connected to the two terror attacks in Bali in 2003 and 2005.  Some were there, some 
were injured, and others have friends and family that were maimed or killed.  Others were similarly connected 
to the London ‘7/7’ bombings, and others to September 11.  Witnessing terrorism on the streets of New York, 
knowing someone killed or injured,or watching terrorist events unfold in the media are all ways that terrorism is 
‘witnessed’.  The modern wave of terrorism has been beamed live and direct into the televisions and computers, 
and onto the pages of major newspapers, often in graphic detail, for anyone who cares to look.  Few newspapers 
can claim to have the influence in Australia as our most read daily, the Herald Sun.  In particular, the perceptions 
warriors, the opinion editorial writers, spark sometimes fierce debate about terrorism.  In this paper a content 
analysis of opinion editorials in the Herald Sun is conducted for the week of October 3 – 8; the week following 
the second Bali bombings.  The methodology is outlined and a day-by-day analysis is presentation of opinion 
reporting if offered.  Any actual of implied reference to terrorism in these editorials is examined in a week where 
terrorism was overwhelmingly the lead story.  The editorials are an interesting example of the form of some 




break the story until   the following morning.   The bombings occurred at around 10.15pm Australian Eastern 






Step Carly's explanation My adaptation
1.Decide the level of analysis Often words or phrases Analysis or actual or implied
 Related to the phenomenon  references to terrorism in editorials
 being analysed  
2.Decide how many concepts The definition of criteria for Interactive coding was chosen.
to code for coding.  Develop predefined Issues identified include threat
 criteria for concepts to be of terrorism to Melbourne, the 
 analysed.  Can be pre-defined benefit of the terrorism laws, 
 or interactive and Bali  
  
3.Decide whether to code for If coding for existence, the terms Existence is coded.
existence or frequency of a appearance is counted only Qualitative analysis is conducted
Concept once regardless of its frequency. on concepts as they appear
 If counting for frequency, the 
 appearances are quantified and
 Analysed  
4.Decide how you will This is the level of I have grouped issues by date.
distinguish among concepts generalisation.  What decisions All implied and actual references 
 does a analyser make when to terrorism in the editorials are 
 coding concepts? considered.
5.Develop rules for coding your The rules for generalising in The rules relate to the meta 
Text Coding concepts of the editorials 
  (ie: Bali, threat to 
  Melbourne, terror laws)
6.Decide what to do with The decision whether to ignore No information is treated as 
irrelevant information or include irrelevant information irrelevant.  Carly's criteria relates
  to individual words.  For this 
  study, words, phrases and entire 
  articles are equally
  
important.  Only editorials are 
analysed
7.Code the texts Either through reading and Reading and maintaining 
 maintaining working notes or working notes.
 through computer aided  
 Computations  
8.Analyse your results Drawing generalisations and Qualitative analysis is conducted
 Conclusions to understand the nature of 
  Op-ed reporting of terrorism










fourth   step,   distinguishing   among   concepts,   is   a   difficult   task  when   analysing   terrorism;   a   term  with   no 

































displays colour pictures of   the moment   the blast  occurred and of  a  victim badly  injured and recovering  in 














Increasingly  hysterical  moves   to   tighten  up  on  non­existent   terrorism  activity   at  home  by  curbing 
Australians’ civil liberties is distracting attention from the politicians’ failures.  Terrorism is a foreign 
policy   problem   that   comes   from   overseas.     Through   clumsy   anti­Islamic   gestures   at   home   and 






































Andrew Bolt’s article  is  decisively  larger  than  the previous  editorials  of  the week and  looking at   the  large 
heading, ‘No Deal With Death’, and a rather large picture of Bolt one gets the feeling that his opinion is being 








































outer suburb of Melbourne.   A fire broke out at  a chemical  treatment plant near Melbourne and radio and 
television reports warned people to stay in doors until further notice.  Mitchell (2005: 23) notes, however, ‘After 














considers  herself   ‘dinky­di’.    Yet,   shopkeepers   talk   slowly   so   she   can  understand,  hospitals  have   arranged 
interpreters,   and   she   is   damming   of   commentators  who   describe   Islam   as   an   oppressive   religion.     Such 














































examines the popularity of border protection and anti­terror programming on commercial  television.    Ziffer 
(2006: 8) begins; ‘Welcome to Fear TV’.  Indeed, welcome.  Although perhaps you were already there.  ‘In an 
uncertain  time,  Channel  Seven’s  Border Security  is  Australia’s most popular show’ (Ziffer,  2006: 8).    This 
‘reality’ television focusing on issues of homeland security is keeping Australian’s fascinated.  This show is in its 
fourth season and a fifth is planned.  It is often viewed by more than two million people nationally and it is the 
most  viewed  program  in  Melbourne  over   the   past   five  weeks   (Ziffer,   2006).     It   is   argued   that   the   shows 
popularity stems from a ‘national security obsession.    Australian’s continually wonder if  they’ll be the next 
target.  It fulfills a real fascination, but it also has a sickly attraction, like pornography’ (Howie in Ziffer, 2006: 
8).    Media  analyst  Steve Allen  comments   in   the  same article   that   shows concerned with national  security, 
‘reality’ or otherwise, resonate ‘with viewers shell­shocked by violence and terrorism in far­off lands – and the 













not  be   underestimated.    Similarly,   comments   from  the   editor   reinforced   terrorism   as   a   high   risk.     In   the 
perception  wars  opposing  sides   firing at  each  other  often  from  long  range.    As such,  collateral  damage  is 
inevitable.  Attacks against perception war opponents rarely hit their mark falling instead into the sea of public 
perception.    This   is  where   their   impact   is  most   felt.    To   over­perceive   terrorism   is   to   hand   terrorists   an 
unnecessary victory.
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